
 

November 2019 Newsletter  

 

“Creative expression is the minds compulsive and involuntary 

acts of imagination when presented with chaos”  

 

 Monday all 
Glenda Chambers offers oil painting classes every Monday 6.30 to 9.30pm 
in Bloubergrand: contact: 082 2222 820 

 Wednesday all 
Sonja Frenz is offering plain air outings every Wednesday:  
contact her directly on 083 631 3476 

November Tuesday 5 Laura Wenman oil portrait demonstration 

 Tuesday 12 

Gayle ‘Happy Hippy Girl Open Studio” 6 to 9pm, 15 Lingfield Close, 
Milnerton Ridge: paint, sculpt. Create together for free. Bring own 
materials. Tea & coffee provided.  WhatsApp 072 3755 657 

 Saturday 16 Set up exhibit at Table Bay Mall, Also Laura Wenman portrait workshop 

 Saturday 30 
SASA Art in the Park at Rondebosch Park, contact Glenda Chambers: 
exhibitions@sasa-artists.co.za to book your spot 

December Tuesday 3 Year end social, in house competition, hand-over of donations 

 Sunday 15 Last day of exhibit at Table Bay Mall, fetch unsold works 

February 
2020 Tuesday 4 AGM + fun quiz compiled by Renee Morkel 

March Tuesday 3 David Meyers demonstration, uses tooth picks instead of brushes to paint 

May Tuesday 5 
Botanical and Marine book illustrator, Margo Branch, will share her 
journey on how art has influenced her life 

A special thank you to the committee members and those members who are always willing to help. We have 80 
members as of today. We appeal to all to volunteer to become a committee member at our AGM in February 2020 
as some of the existing committee are going to be standing down. SANAVA are taking applications from our 
members for artist residency in Paris for 2021 at this stage, so do consider applying. Take a photo of a To Let sign in a 
shopping centre you think might make a good exhibit venue and WhatsApp to Dot to follow up: 083 455 4930.  

Check out our website and let us know if you would like us to add / change anything:  
www.blaauwbergartsociety.co.za. Lesley has offered to put information onto our Facebook page with regard to any 
of our members who teach art..lesleymilne@yahoo.com.  
Make use of our library books and DVD’s. 
Monthly Meeting: At Milnerton Bowls Club 1st Tuesday of every month from 18h30 to start the demo/presentation 
promptly at 6.45pm. Members R20, Visitors R30 and students R20 entry. Tea & coffee & refreshments before we 
start. 

Your 2019 membership card will allow you to claim a 5% discount at Creative Atelier, 44 Oxford 
Street, Durbanville, and a 10% discount from The Framing Centre at Stodels centre in Milnerton, Gale 
Peterson 021 555 3801, Deckle Edge, all branches, and the Italian Art Shop in Rondebosch, and Artland in 
Claremont and Oxford Stationers in the Table Bay Mall. Linda Austin of Artland, attends our meetings when 
possible and brings art supplies and canvasses for sale, Any orders are to please be emailed to Linda 
(linda@artland.co.za) or call 021 671 6001  
 
Inktober: Well done to those of our members who took up the Inktober worldwide challenge. For those 
who are interested here is some info: Visit website: inktober.com- NPR shared an article about inktober 
highlighting several artists: LINK-  
The BBC interviewed Jake Parker and shared a bunch more artists: LINK 
You can ask Jake Parker to add your email address to receiver his weekly inspirational newsletter  
jake@mrjakeparker.com  . Thank you Lesley for sharing your experience: 31 Days, 31 drawings: This year 
Inktober helped me to step out of the creative slump I had been in for a while.  Using the prompts got my 
brain working and I was able to find something in me every day to set on to paper.  
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Although it is named  INKtober, you don’t have to use only ink. Mostly, I used watercolour and Inktense 
pencils.  I used ink for outlines and accents and I also used water over a rollerball pen to get some lovely 
washes.  

To see my drawings full size and read the stories behind some of them visit 
@lesleymilneart on Instagram or my facebook page ‘Art by Lesley Milne’ 
 
5 November: Oil Portrait demonstration by Laura Wenman We are so blessed 
to have such an accomplished artist demonstrating for us. I do believe that 
many of the visitors that attended are her students, and I can see why she has 
such a following! Her motto is “Open up to inspiration” She has been attending 
Ryno Swart’s art classes regularly over the years and cites Ken Howard, Danny 
Mc Caw, Sorolla, John Singer Sargeant and Richard Schmidt as inspiring her 
work. 
 
Laura has been teaching drawing and painting in her own classes  since 1997. When 
doing a demonstration for her students she works alla prima but generally prefers to 
work a little slower building layers of glaze giving the work the illusion of depth. When 
preparing a series of paintings she works on all of them at the same time, which she 
feels gives the body of work a sense of unity. She sees her role as a teacher to guide 
and challenge students through their journey of self-discovery and artistic expression. 
She feels it is important that students are taught to crit their own work. “I have 



developed a comprehensive list of criteria, and a method which helps them when 
they have to solve their own problems when painting on their own. I constantly 
remind my students, and myself, to learn and master the fundamentals; composition, 
drawing, tone and colour, and learn to paint the various types of edges, as these 
make up the visual grammar of painting. Once you have an understanding of these 
you will have necessary skill and freedom to express yourself fluently.  
 
Laura Wenman: review by Renee Morkel 
Artist Laura Wenman gave a portrait painting demonstration with artist Solly Gutman 
as model. She is very experienced and versatile in various techniques, approaches 
and mediums. However she feels that she has a “natural leaning towards” 
portraiture done in oil paint. She describes her current approach to painting as 
“Impressionist” rather than painting a “frozen image”. Her aim is to interpret the 
model’s “unique personality, character, soul, essence”. With every painting comes a 
feeling of anticipation, which also helps her to persevere. Even though Laura has 
great technical mastery of drawing and painting, she allows for the use of “artistic 
license” and humorously excuses her results as “if it doesn’t look good” it was “my 
impression”. Her approach to life portrait painting is: “don’t over pressure yourself - 
aim for more or less and then accuracy will come at the end”. Given the limited 
duration of time for the demonstration, Laura was able to create an accurate 
description of the model, but not yet the total essence of his character. She 
humorously told Solly: “you look like a younger brother or son of yourself. It is this 
great sense of optimistic humour that makes Laura’s demonstrations and work both 
entertaining and memorable. Aware of her audience she kept a great spirit and made 
sure to check that they were “having fun”. 
 
Philosophy/outlook/approach 

Laura’s relationship with painting is perhaps a mixture of fear and passion. She 
describes it as both daunting and exciting to paint and gave the assurance that she 
does occasionally “get bad days”. Her painting takes a lot of patience and passion, 
late nights and early mornings and a sense of “wonder”(if the work will sell). On how 
long has she been painting – “too long” in her opinion, but “it is better than being a 
truck driver”. She started off in graphic design, but “got too old for that 
environment” as it is “too hyped”. She needed “something to calm me down, 
however this is not calming me down at all” she said laughingly and can relate to 
artist Charles van der Merwe who is “petrified from beginning to end”.  She does 
create a balance between technical mastery and spontaneity. On the one hand she feels you do better artwork when 
not thinking too much - “don’t think just do it”. Yet she emphasized demonstrations done by Natalie Hershman 
stating: “the aim is to master drawing so that you don’t become a slave to it”. The conclusion is constant and 
dedicated practice!!! 
Materials and mediums 

Canvas: stretched and primed 

Brushes: she is “not really fussy”. Anything ranging from Hamilton 
household brushes to artist quality Dynasty and Raphael. Sometimes she 
receives a donation or gets “bribed” to represent certain makes. 
Her preference is hogs hair bristles and occasionally she uses her fingertips 
to smudge paint 
Paint: Senelier oil paint with refined safflower oil. Safflower oil does not 
yellow over time. The paint colour has a luminosity, clarity and brightness 
with a smooth “liquid velvet” texture.  
Even though Senelier oil paint is expensive in price, it has a stronger pigment 
concentration with less additives than some cheaper brands. Thus you need 
less paint and it works out cheaper in the long run as “it goes a very far 
way”.  
Paint palette colours: Colours suitable for mixing skin tones included: 
Viridian green; Crimson; Blue; Burnt Sienna; White. Paynes grey is always 



used instead of black (she emphasized that she does not see black as a “wrong” colour).   
As safflower oil based paints is slower drying, this specific palette was still fluid enough from the previous Thursday 
night’s demonstration at SASA.  
Paint medium: Turpentine was used instead of oil, which would have taken too long to dry. 
Background Music: is essential to every paint session for Laura. It creates a rhythm through her working process. 
Even though Laura enjoys tranquil music, consideration must be given to its effect on the model. She emphasized 
the importance for the model to be comfortable. “The model is the boss”. In other words, conditions such as 
discomfort will show in the pose and consequently the final painting. It can be very trying for an artist to paint a 
constantly moving model, which is nicknamed “a moving target”. In this demonstration the tranquil music relaxed 
Solly to the point of dozing off. Eventually livelier music was played. Light amounts of humour form part of Laura’s 
demonstrations and she made sure to check half way through the demonstration that the viewers were “having 
fun”. In this light tone, it was not surprising that music supplied to her, eventually included “Chariots of fire”. Which 
also signified a reminder that she must get finished with the piece as the given time was running out. To this Laura 
remarked on universal quote: “If only I had more time”.  
Technique/technical approach 
Laura categorised the speed at which she works as “medium pace”. She referred to the “fast forward videos” 
demonstrating painting that “doesn’t show the pain” of the process and being “very clinical”. However for the sake 
of this demonstration, Laura felt obliged to metaphorically put her “foot down” in fast gear. The initial rendering of 
the model is “more or less”, followed by increased observation and measuring and correcting as the painting 
develops.  
Having a graphic design background she understands the importance of good accurate drawing skills. She uses 
various technical methods of measuring and placing and planning. This includes: comparative proportionate 
measuring; using diagonals and angles; and triangulation which has been applied since the 16th century. 

Triangulation: “In triangulation, you compare the angles of the sides of a 
triangle, formed by 3 points on your drawing, with the same triangle on the 
subject. This results in accurate proportions.  
Equally important to mathematical techniques is observation. 
She emphasized the importance of distance between nose and eyes very early 
in the painted sketch. She also explained that as much as people can be 
different, they can be surprisingly similar.  
As the painting developed, she regularly checked and re-checked angles and 
proportions, using her finger tips and brushes for measuring. 
Process/steps 
Having a limited time to create a full portrait in wet paint, initial layers were 
thinly pulled over the canvas, while a thicker paste was dabbed onto facets 
where it was needed.   
 
The canvas was covered in a soft dove grey undertone by mixing Viridian 
Green and Paynes Grey. (Laura enjoys using a cool colour background 
especially turquoise).  
To compensate for the wrong size canvas, the excess area was covered with 
paper to block out area.  
First phase: The initial under drawing was a line sketch done with diluted 

turpentine and paint mixed. It was applied with a sharp tip, thinner, round hogs hair brush in “brown” consisting of 
crimson red plus viridian green. Laura prefers to use a cool plus warm colour mixed together such as: Blue plus Burnt 
Sienna or Crimson plus Viridian Green.  
Second phase:  Tonal values were blocked in or massed in by alternating between scumbling and drawing 
techniques. She explained that scumbling helps to loosen the artistic process – also seen as switching the brain to 
“child mode”. With a sharp spotlight on one side of the model, clear definition and contrast of features was 
enhanced and the painting had a shadow side and a highlight side. Skin tones were blended wet into wet. Gradually 
reds and warmer tones were pulled over skin tones. 
Stage Three: thicker masses of highlight colour containing white, was dabbed over the previous tonal masses. By 
adding some detail she felt she was creating a metaphoric “parachute on the way down”. (the ear, chin and opposite 
eye was still unpainted) 
Stage Four: A dark blue-grey background colour consisting of paynes grey + viridian green was added to differentiate 
between the light grey hair, emphasizing the shape it created against the background 



Stage Five: Returning to the face a broader brush was used for spreading paint over 
the forehead. Constantly applying technical skills of measuring, alterations were 
done to the chin. Having started vaguely and gradually fixing and altering as needed 
– no time was lost in the painting process.  
Stage Six: Returning to measuring methods, the outline of the shirt’s collar was 
jotted in using some construction lines. 
Stage Seven: The opposite ear was rendered. Lines were re-defined. 
Stage Eight: The hair was painted with a softer approach using the tip of the brush. 
Stage Nine: Wet paint was dragged over still unpainted areas. Small details were 
filled in including: mouth, nose, shadow under nose, eyelids in lighter flesh colour, 
the eye’s black accents and white highlights, lips, neck, face colour. Occasionally 
paint was smudged with the fingertips as opposed to using the brush. 
Brushwork:  
She varied the way she held and used the brushes, depending on what she was 
describing.  
In the initial descriptive under drawing, diluted paint was applied with the sharp tip 
and hard edge of a round hogs hair brush. 
The background colours were blended in an up and down motion.  
The hair was painted with a softer approach using the tip of the brush. 

Working with wet on wet paint, mostly 
soft edges resulted in the face. 
As she got more involved in the work, a 
multitude of brush sizes accumulated in 
her hands.  
Occasionally she used another brush as 
a Mahl stick (painter’s stick) to support 
the hand holding the paintbrush.  
Laura explained the importance of 
cleaning the paint brushes between 
colours to avoid muddy colours 
developing. A trick to cleaning a brush 
quickly is by working “the brush with 
the colour that will be used next” 
through the bristles, wiping it off and 
then loading fresh paint. To save time, 
one can also work with dark colours first 
and gradually add light colours to the 
brush as opposed to constantly cleaning 
the brush.  
 
To create the flesh and a sense of three dimensionality, flat dabs of 
colour were patted onto the canvas in an angular way. The face was 
considered and constructed in facets of three dimensional modules.  
She basically sculpted the face with her brush direction. The angle of 
the marks described the panels or facets of the face. 
 
Even though Laura was becoming keen to do the last leg of the painting 
which she referred to as the “pudding phase”, she first needed to 
return and alter and add a few things with a back and forth approach. 
Unfortunately she never filled in the shirt – it was left just sketched it 
in. By this she quoted that universal complaint “if only I had more 
time”. She did try to motivate the audience explaining that every artist 
should at least do one self-portrait in their life time.  
 
Contact Laura directly if you are interested in her next portrait 
workshop on the 16th of November. 084 407 2282 or 
laurawenman@gmail.com 


